1. Ignite Inquiry & Critical Thinking

*Networks*™ Inquiry Journal supports the inquiry process, empowering students to frame their own questions, analyze sources, collect evidence, draw conclusions, and take action.

2. Teach Your Way

*Networks*™ enables flexible, alternate pathways for teaching and learning. Planning guides offer a custom path to use the resources—whether print, digital, inquiry or project-based—so you can teach your way.

3. Captivate with Curated Resources

A treasure trove of vetted resources—videos, interactive maps, primary sources, and more—engage students in a story well told, and bring history to life. Plus, add your own favorite resources.

4. Pinpoint Individual Needs with Adaptive Learning

*LearnSmart*, available online, continuously assesses knowledge gaps to personalize learning on the most impactful concepts, helping students to learn faster, study more efficiently, and retain more knowledge.

5. Meet Every Student Where They Are

Differentiation strategies at point of use, adjustable reading levels online, audio, and the Reading Essentials Study Guide, ensure every student has access to the social studies content.

6. Provide Authentic Spanish Support

Comprehensive print and digital learning resources help ELL and Spanish speaking students make meaningful connections to the content and participate in the discussion.

7. Optimize Your Productivity

Use ready-made lesson plans, assignments, and assessments within your Teacher’s Edition and Online Teacher Center, or easily customize them to meet your teaching and learning objectives.

8. Assess with Confidence

Access pre-built and customizable tests and quizzes, with a variety of question types including tech-enhanced questions that provide critical practice for high-stakes assessments.

9. Empower Learning with Trustworthy Content

*Networks*™ programs offer rigorous and age-appropriate content, helping to ensure students build critical thinking for success in higher-level learning, college, and careers.

10. Inspire Active Citizenship

Stimulate collaboration, problem solving, debate, action, and draw connections to current events. By demonstrating relevancy, students realize they have the power to shape the world around them.
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